Case Study: International Insurance
Company Transforms Accounts

Leading international insurance company standardises
international accounting
processes
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Design and deploy corporate chart of account and
coding structure to meet both corporate and statutory
reporting requirements.
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Eclipse understands the
unique requirements of the
financial services sector
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their core data into one centralised system
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embarked on a project to implement the latest
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to the seamless integration of systems

release of SunSystems as the company’s new

infrastructure.”

eliminating the need to rekey data.

global accounting and business management
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Centralised data resulting in greater
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reports can be generated much more

coding structure; the implementation of

business processes which has significantly

quickly.
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the associated testing and reconciliation.

finance system, which eliminates unnecessary
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re-keying of data, whilst month end reporting
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processes are now more streamlined. Having

following implementation and Eclipse continues

Commenting on the project, Gary Waylett,

centralised data has also allowed more flexibility

to provide ongoing support, working alongside

CEO of Eclipse Group, explains, “This was a very

in areas such as reporting, meaning that multi-

our client to help them utilise technology in
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region reports can now be generated much

ways that will create further cost savings and
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both SunSystems and the underlying Microsoft

centralised information, changes can be made at

technologies. In the scale of work completed

one central location and then rolled out across
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by Eclipse, this was one of the most challenging

different territories far more efficiently.”

we can help your organisation streamline its

projects we have ever undertaken and we had
extremely tight deadlines to meet. However,
our client has benefited enormously from the
project. The implementation of the latest release
of SunSystems has enabled them to completely
transform their international accounting
processes, introducing a new chart of accounts
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core accounting processes.

